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ABSTRACT
This paper conducts the dynamics analysis on the baseball’s “sweet spot”;
on this basis it analyzes the striking effect of adding cork in bat and different bat materials relative to ordinary wooden bat. In the research conduct
geometric simplification and abstract description on the shape of the bat,
and get the geometric description equations of the bat. Then taking the
ball-rod collision system as the study object, use the conservation of
momentum theorem, conservation of angular momentum theorem and recovery coefficient to establish rigid body dynamics model, then propose
the calculation method of the sweet spot, and draw that the “sweet spot”
of ordinary wooden bat is at a distance of 66cm from the bat handle segment. Starting from the variation of bat mass, centroid and rotation moment of inertia by adding the filler, it analyzes the effect of adding cork into
ball, and obtains the conclusion that “adding cork can decrease baseball
speed”.  2013 Trade Science Inc. - INDIA
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Based on this, this paper takes the bat’s best sweet
spot as a starting point to research, through the estabTaking ball and rod as a rigid body, you can estab- lishment of the model discusses the sweet spot in the
lish the classical dynamics model for analysis taking “ball- case of the bat’s reverse speed gets maximum after hitrod” system as the research object. Studies have shown ting, the hands’ impact force gets minimum after hitting
that, at the hitting moment the impact force exerted by and the hands receive the minimum energy after hitting.
the hand on the stick has little effect on the bat; the bat And on this basis it analyzes the striking effect of adding
can be approximated as a “free end. Using the “con- cork in bat and different bat materials relative to ordinary
servation of momentum theorem”, “conservation of an- wooden bat, thus reducing the damage on the athlete.
gular momentum theorem” and “coefficient of restitution” to research the relationship between the hitting
MODEL ASSUMPTIONS AND SYMBOL
position and leaving speed of the ball, and thus find the
DESCRIPTIONS
“sweet spot” and analyze the effect of cork filling and
the material changing on the ball hitting effects.
A. Ball does not spin during flight.
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B. When the bat hits the ball, velocity direction of the
bat is orthogonal to the bat axis.
C. Bat shape, size and weight are the same.
TABLE 1 : Symbols description

Symbol
e
C
J
M

Meaning
Coefficient of Restitution
Center of gravity position
Moment of inertia
Mass of Bat

Based on the definition of centroid, both sides of
the centroid of the bat suffer balance center of gravity
torque:
Mgl = Mgr
x1

Abstract description model of bat shape
Literature suggests that the general specifications
of wood baseball bat are shown in TABLE 2:
TABLE 2 : The physical parameters of baseball racket

parameter
Bat length L
Bat mass M
Wood density ñ
Wood Young's modulus E
Maximum radius r2
Minimum radius r1
Center of gravity position C

Value
0.855m
0.885kg
649kg/m3
1.814 × 1010 N / m2
7cm
2.5cm
Distance from the smaller
end face 0.564m

Bat is a rotating body; a cross section along the
axis is shown in Figure 1:

Figure 1 : Section along the axis of the bat
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Where r is a function of the variable x of integration,
are

THEORETICAL MECHANICS MODELING
AND SOLVING

(2)

r2  r1
r  r1

x2  x1 x  x1 :

By the formula (1) and (2), put the data in and obtain: x1 = 0.3459 x2 = 0.6423
Thus, the radius length of each part of the baseball:

r1
0.025


r2  r1


r ( x )   r1 
( x  x1 )  0.025  0.152( x  0.3459)
x2  x1


0.070


r2

The determination of the simplified bat shape model
provides convenience for the bat’s moment of inertia
solution with different materials, uneven material (such
as fill cork).
The rigid body dynamics model of the sweet spot
By analyzing the batting action of the hitters, there
are two rotating systems in hitting instant: the rotation of
arm and bat along the axis of the body center of gravity,
the rotation of the bat along the wrist axis.
Take point B of the body center of gravity as the
axis coordinate origin, bat axis as x axis, the direction
perpendicular to the axis as the y axis to establish Cartesian coordinate system.
Let bat centroid coordinate is C, the body center
of gravity coordinate is B, handheld point coordinate is
W. Hitting point coordinate is P, bat coordinate that
close to the body part is x0. The distance between BW
is R, the distance between WC is H, the distance be-

Wherein the length x1, x2 of each part can be determined by bat weight and center of gravity position.
Bat mass:
1
1
M   V    [ r12 x1   r22 H   r12 h   r22 ( L  x2 )] (1)
3
3
h h  x2  x1

, H  h  x2  x1
r1
r2

Figure 2 : Abstract illustration of batting process
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tween CP is S. Schematic is shown in Figure 2:
In the collision instant, the force between the ball
and the rod is much larger than the ball gravity, rod
gravity, and stamina of the hand; therefore, taking the
ball-rod system as the study object, there have the conservation of momentum in y axis direction:
m1í1 + m2u1 = m1í2 + m1u2

TABLE 3 : Kinematic parameters of batting instant
Kinematic parameter
í1
ù1

Values
27.7m/s
17.288rad/s

(3)

Wherein m1 is the mass of the ball, m2 is the mass
of the bat, í1 is the initial velocity of the ball, í2 is the
leaving speed of the ball, u1 is the centroid speed of the
bat before hitting, u2 is the centroid speed of the bat
after hitting.
Let the angular velocity of the bat before and after
hitting are respectively ù1, ù2, then:
u1 = ù1(R + H), u2 = ù2(R + H)

(4)

Recovery factor e is the relative approach speed of
the collision contact point before the collision is divided
by the relative speed away after the collision, namely:
e

v2  u 2   2 S
v1  u1  1S

(5)

Influence analysis of bat filler

Establish ball-rod system angular momentum conservation equations taking the body center of gravity as
shaft axis; taking the bat centroid as axis, ball- rod system has no external torque, so we have conservation of
angular momentum, namely:
m1í1(S + R + H) + J ù1 = m1í2(S + R + H) + J ù2

(6)

From (3), (4), (5), and (6) the expression of ball
speed after batting can be obtained:
v2  v1 

J (1  e)[v1  1 ( S  H  R )]
J  m1 ( S  R  H ) 2

Where the moment of inertia:
The

derivative

J 

x0  L

x0

of

 r(2x ) x 2 dx

í2

on

S:

2

v2  J (1  e)1 ( J  m1 ( S  H  R) )  2m1 xJ (1  e)(v  m1 ( S  H  R ))

,
S
( J  m1 ( S  H  R) 2 )2

Set

v2
0
S

and obtain the best batting position.

Statistical literature suggests that kinematic parameters of baseball batting instantaneous are as follows in
TABLE 3:
The sweet spot position was70cm from the end of
the bat handle.
Changing the position of the batting, leaving velocity curve after baseball hitting is shown in Figure 3:
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Figure 3 : The relationship between the batting positions
with the ball leaving speed

Baseball player adds cork in the sweet spot. The
cork is generally a cylinder 1 inch in diameter (2.54cm),
10 inch (25.4cm) deep. Cork density is 260 ~ 320 kg/
m3; density range is large, which is determined by the
density of regional bark, usually no more than 340 kg/
m3, less than the density of the wood bat kg/m3. Therefore, filling the bat with the cork will bring the following
changes: (1) Bat mass becomes small, inertia decreases,
which can increase the controllability of the bat (bat
control). (2) The bat centroid becomes close to holding point, which can reduce the bat’s angular momentum when hitting the ball, thereby affecting the batting
results. (3) The rotation moment of inertia becomes
smaller, thereby affecting the sweet spot and maximum
ball speed.
The following conducts quantitative analysis of the
effect of filler on the ball from the above three aspects.
Quality reduction amount: ÄM = (ñ – ñs)Vs
Centroid changing distance: ÄC = C – C’
In the established coordinate system, the original
centroid abscissa C = 56.4. Let the centroid abscissa
after filling is C’; according to the centroid definition,
gravity moment balance in the left and right sides of the
center of mass, we have:
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 g r(2x ) (C '  x)dx  



0

Ld

C

r(2x ) ( x  C ' )dx  

L

Ld

'

 g r(2x ) ( x  C ' )dx  

L

L d

TABLE 5 : The maximum leaving speed of the ball with differ2
[  g (rent
rs2 )   sofginertia
rs2 ]dx
( x ) moment

J

[  g (r(2x )  rs2 )   s g rs2 ]dx

By this formula the centroid coordinates C’ after
filling can be calculated. When layers hit the ball, the
rotational inertia of the swing bat taking the body center of gravity as rotation axis is:
J'  

x0  L  d

x0

 r(2x ) x 2 dx  

x0  L

x0  L  d

[  ( r(2x )  rs2 )   s rs2 ]dx

Moment of inertia reduction: ÄJ = J – J’
Utilization the proposed model of problem (1) it is
easy to know, the calculation of sweet spot after filling
cork in bat and the maximum leaving speed of the ball
just need the rotation moment of inertia in the corrected
formula, namely:
J ' (1  e)[v1  1 x ]
v  v1 
J '  m1 x 2
'
2

Conduct derivation we can easily get the ball’s
maximum leaving speed and the corresponding sweet
spot. The change of maximum leaving speed:
v  v2  v2'
Substituting density lower limit of cork ñsl = 260
kg/m3 and density upper limit of cork ñsu = 320 kg/
m3, we can obtain the effect range that inserts the
cork:
TABLE 4 : The affect results of bat filler
Item
ñsu = 320 kg/m3
ñsl = 260 kg/m3

ÄM
40 g
46 g

ÄC
0.01cm
0.01cm

ÄJ
0.02kg m2
0.03kg m2

Äí
1.1m / s
1.6m / s

Figure 4 : The ball leaving speed changes with the hitting
point under different moment of inertia

0.163 0.173 0.183 0.193 0.203 0.213

Maximum batting
0.596 0.617 0.638 0.660 0.682 0.702
speed point
Maximum Speed 31.517 32.085 32.645 33.198 33.744 34.283

Results analysis: through the above results, adding
filler into the bat does not have a positive impact on
hitting effect, mainly due to lighter bat, bat’s moment of
inertia decreases, and the transmission efficiency of
collision energy becomes low. However, the main advantage of this approach mainly reflects in the ability to
control the bat better, and faster acceleration can extend the reaction time.
The batting effect of baseball with different materials
Different density and different mass result in different moment of inertia; different materials can result in
different recovery coefficients and different elasticity coefficients. Using the classical theoretical mechanics
model, suppose two bats’ shape are the same with the
front abstract model; from the perspective of the moment of inertia and the recovery coefficient, study the
bat performance of two materials, it is easy to get the
ball’s maximum leaving speed: v2  v1 

J (1  e)[v1  1 x]
J  m1 x 2

Consulting relevant information to get the recovery
coefficient of the aluminum rod, integral to calculate the
aluminum rod’s moment of inertia; substituting the representative values of the wooden stick and metal bar into
the above equation, we obtain the relationship between
the sweet spot and the ball speed shown in Figure 5:

Figure 5 : The ball speed comparison of wooden bat and
aluminum bat
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Rough modeling results show that compared with
The function relationship of F1 and ä1, F2 and ä2
the wooden bat hitting using the aluminum bat is easy can be determined by the formula in Hertz contact meto play a high and far fly ball. The purpose of the com- chanics:
petitive sports is to improve baseball players’ physi2
3  1  2 
cal quality and skills, rather than engaged in sports    3 9  1-  2  P12 ,
a 3 


 R0 P1
1(t )
4  E  R0
2 E 
equipment race, so the regular game is not allowed to 

use the metal rod.

 (8)
2(1   2 ) P2 
 Ee
'
'
 2( t ) 


MODEL EXTENSIONS
Let the mass of the ball is m, the radius is R0, initial
velocity is V1, the mass of the bat is M, and the length is
L. Bat suffers the grip force by the hand, and assuming
the contact surface of bat and the hand is narrow shape.
Suppose a1 is the acceleration of the ball after hitting a2
is the rod’s tangential acceleration of collision end, ac is
the centroid acceleration of the rod, and â is the angular acceleration of the rod. Suppose the impact force of
the ball on the rod is F1, the compression deformation
is ä1; the contact force of the hand on the rod is F2, the
compression deformation is ä2.

 l n( r 2 - r 2 ) +0. 814 
l n
2
 2(1   ) P2


 Ee

ì: Poisson ratio, here it is 0.25.
The impact force of the ball and the rod:
2
F1   a 2 p   a 2 p0
3

Combine formula (P) the maximum elastic deformation of the contact point of the ball and the rod can
be obtained:
2

 max

1  2 
2
 
 R0 p0
E


2

(9)

Substituting formula (9) into formula (7) and substituting parameters can obtain:
3

3

"
"
2
2
（
1 t）   K1[1( t ) ]  K 2 2( t ) ;  2（t）  K 3 [1( t ) ]  2 K 2 2( t )

K1  3.46  1012 m



1
2



1

 s 2 ; K 2  7.69 1011 m 2  s 2 ;

K 3  2.18  1010 s 2 ; 1max  6.20 105 m

After the collision, the system angular momentum
conservation:
M
l
1
dy  y   2(' t )   lmVm  M  2(' t )  Ml 2
l
2
3
'
'
   1(t )  V m   2(t )  / l
l

lmV0  lmV m  y
0

Figure 6 : Contact surface of the rotating body

Throughout the collision process, there are kinematic relations:

 a1  a2  1''( t )

 a2  ac   S
 a  a  H    ''
c
2( t )
 1

lision is: E 

According to Newton’s law, centroid motion theorem and centroid angular momentum, we have:
  F1  ma1

 F1  F2  Mac

F (R  H  S )  F R  J 
 1
2
1 1 (R  H  S )S
RS 1
 ''
)  F2 (
 )
1( t )  F1 (  m  M 
J
J
M

 ''  F（ H ( R  H  S ) - 1 ）- F ( RH  1 )
1
2
 2( t )
J
M
J
M
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Where Vm indicates the final speed of the ball.
Therefore, the energy loss before and after the col-

(7)

1
M [ 2(' t ) ]2
8

Energy of the system loss before and after the collision is in direct proportion to the mass of the rod, the
square of the first derivative of the compression deformation. Adding the filler in the bat can increase the first
derivative of the compression deformations, so it does
not produce the desired good hitting ball effect. Using
aluminum rod will cause the bat mass reduction, and
reduce the system energy loss, so as to have better
batting results.
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CONCLUSIONS
This paper used theoretical mechanics, contact mechanics, wave mechanics and so many theories to conduct analysis on the ball-rod collision from the outside
performance, the internal mechanism process and multiangles. Conduct abstract simplification on bat shape to
make it easy to describe and modeling the study object. This paper takes the bat’s best sweet spot as a
starting point to research, through the establishment of
the model discusses the sweet spot in the case of the
bat’s reverse speed gets maximum after hitting, the
hands’ impact force gets minimum after hitting and the
hands receive the minimum energy after hitting. And on
this basis it analyzes the striking effect of adding cork in
bat and different bat materials relative to ordinary
wooden bat, thus reduces the damage on the athlete
and plays a guiding role for the material selection and
design of the baseball bat.
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